
Debs Oil Class Cheat Sheet

Sharing is easy - read, practice and don’t be scared to hold this 
during class - it shows other potential business partners how 
easy it is!

Take a moment before the class begins, collect yourself, have a quiet 
moment with some affirmations and use oils like Spearmint, Lavender 
or Frankincense to help you with speaking. Hold the belief that 
everyone will enrol and that people will see the value of the kits in 
your presentation.

1. Welcome drop 

Before the class begins, I welcome guests with a drop of Citrus Bliss and show them how to place 
a drop in hand and inhale, individually.

2. Start on time to honour those that made the effort to arrive on time.

3. Pass around the sign in sheet 

This is crucial as it is considered VERY bad form to enrol someone under you that has been 
introduced by another wellness advocate. Please honour dōTERRA culture and work with integrity 
by enrolling that person under the correct person or sending them back to their contact with their 
enrolment form.

4. Introduce yourself briefly

“My name is Deb I travel around and teach people natural ways to care for their health with pure 
essential oils. I have two children, live in Whitianga, love yoga and also have  a photography 
business. I have been using oils for 3 years and they have helped me feel so much more 
empowered as a mother. Personally I have loved the gift of emotional healing that they have 
brought to my life. I am very passionate about sharing simple natural solutions and helping others 
shift towards a less toxic way of living and one that brings about balance and harmony in body, 
mind and spirit.

5. Explain whats going to happen

“Tonight we are going to look at some of our most popular oils and simple ways you can integrate 
them into your health routine”

6. Explain the hand out

Open it up, point out that we are more than just oils. Point out the kits. At this stage I say “There 
are two ways to get started with doTERRA. You can start out with a kit which is an amazing way to 
save yourself quite a lot of money on oils or you can pay the account set up fee of $40 and pick 
and mix your oils. You do not have to order every month. You can also shop retail but nobody does 
because you pay more. You are getting your own password protected online shopping account. So 
if you turn the page you will see the pricelist. Once you have your own account you will be looking 
at the prices in bold, which is 25% below retail. This is the same price that I pay. You might like to 
place a mark next to the oils that interest you as you go.” Offer pens and paper too.



7. Questions 

Depending on how confident you are, you might like to ask people to write down their questions as 
they think of them and wait until you have finished speaking and if their question has not been 
answered in the talk, please ask at the end. Interruptions can throw you off. Personal choice here

8. Peppermint Common uses and personal stories

I always start peppermint as it blows people away how fresh, pure and strong it is. Remember - our 
oils sell themselves. This is where I talk about strength - one drop equivalent to 28 cups of 
peppermint tea, oils 60-70% more potent that the herb.  Using a carrier oil for hot oils. Diluting for 
children.

9. Lemon Common uses and personal stories

Talk about our sourcing - lemons from Sicily. All oils sourced where they grow natively only. Grown 
and produced by the same people that have done so for thousands of years in some cases. This is 
because the native conditions, soil, environment, growing and harvesting methods all create a 
totally different plant - chemically from the lemon in your backyard. Wintergreen from Nepal, 
Frankincense from Somalia, Manuka from NZ, Lavender from France etc.

10. Clary Calm and Past Tense 

Remember your compliant language: severe head tension, occasional muscle cramps, hormonal 
and reproductive health. Use the word supports rather than fixes, cures etc.

Common uses and personal stories

11. One oil from the emotions range 

I always share Forgive as people always identify with this

Explain how our sense of smell is related to memory and emotion. How oils can alter brain 
chemistry in a positive way in the body to reduce stress, increase feelings of well being, reduce 
pain and assist with release of emotional trauma.

12. Personalise the class

At this point I ask the class to open the handout to the second page and take some time to ponder 
three things they would like to aim towards  - wellness goals. Ask them to share. Talk to the needs 
of the group in front of you and use the oils from the kits. You will most likely get:

Overwhelm/stressed/rushed - share Balance
Anxiety - Peace, Balance, Lavender Peace, Wild Orange
Energy - talk about the Lifelong Vitality Pack: food isn't really food anymore, Motivate, Elevation
Sleep - Lavender, Lavender Peace, Vetiver
Aches and pains - Ice Blue, Frankincense and Ice Blue Rub
Sad Feelings - Citrus Bliss, Cheer
Weight Management - Smart and Sassy

* always suggest the oils that come in the kits first

13. Continue on with popular oils

Digestzen, Easy Air, On Guard



At this point I talk about why we need to reduce the toxic load on our bodies and talk about the 
other On Guard products and spa products

And that is more than enough and has most likely taken around 45 minutes.

CLOSING

14. Go over the kits

Now turn to the pages with the kits. Point out the value of the Nature’s Solutions Kit. $238 Savings. 
100 free product credits. Point out the pricelist and PV - so 100 credits is a lot more than $100. You 
also start at 15% on the Loyalty Rewards Programme. This is the moment to introduce this - keep 
it simple!

15. Introduce LRP (don’t call it LRP)

“There is something really amazing that you can choose to take part in. It’s called the Loyalty 
Rewards Programme. It is dōTERRA’s monthly order system. It is totally OPTIONAL and you can 
opt out at any time. You get free product credits for ordering monthly. This goes up over time to 
30% of everything you spend credited back to your account in points which you can spend on more 
wellness for you and your family. You can order as much or as little as you want. All your shipping 
is rebated in product points too. I am at 30% so I have shifted my shopping to doTERRA and get 
plant based non toxic cleaning and body care delivered right to my door and enough points to get 
all my oils for free every month”.

Leave it at that for now and explain more in depth when filling out the forms. 

16. Sharing (aim to book at least one class from every class)

Turn to the Live, Share, Build page. Explain the three options and that doTERRA is super cool as it 
meets you where you are at and there is no requirement to become a consultant or order monthly 
like many other MLMs do. 

“As you were listening today, you no doubt thought of someone you know who could benefit from 
these amazing gifts of the earth. (Get them to agree). I can come and do a gathering just like this 
at your house with a few of your friends. So we are going to play a game. Roll out the ‘Gamble 
Basket’. * See the video in Deb’s Oil Tribe for what this is. Hand out the oil or the host gift pack to 
the winner/loser. 

17. Gifts and Prizes

Draw the door prize - I do collections of like soap, lip balm and a rose hand cream. 

Give the host a gift is someone is hosting the class for you (ie not a builder of yours).

18. Mention the business

As you can see from me, there is also an opportunity to get your oils paid for, supplement and even 
replace your income. So if you are interested in how that works I would be happy to chat to you 
after the class. Later ask the qualifying questions to see where they fit into your business. 

19. Start Enrolling

Instruct them to turn to the enrolment page. You may have an enrolment incentive e.g.. “everyone 
that enrols tonight will get a free 5ml Wild Orange”. OR “everyone that enrols with a Home 
Essentials or Nature’s Solutions kit gets a free Modern Essentials Handbook”.



“So if you would like some oils start to fill in your personal details at the top of the page and I will 
come around and help you to choose the best kit for you and what you would like to order going 
forward”. Use presumptive language here but when you chat to people of course they are welcome 
to enrol with the $40 and then pick and mix. 

Simple Compliant Info for Common Oils

Lemon

• Add a drop to your water to aid the body’s natural cleansing processes or add to baking. Refer to 
dilution rates on the bottle. Internal use is personal choice but at an oil share I would probably 
say internal use is not suitable for kids

• Cleanse your house - eats odours diffused, cleanse your house: 8 drops with water and white 
vinegar - amazing glass cleaner. 

• Emotionally supports focus, concentration and learning. 
• Massage over tummy for sluggish bowels.
• Causes lipolysis - thats fat burning!

Peppermint

• Wakes you up - use mid afternoon for an energy boost instead of coffee
• Soothes digestive system - one drop in your water bottle. Bottle must be metal or glass and 

shake before drinking
• Use diluted under the feet of your children for a cooling effect
• Diffuse with lemon to power through your office work
• Rub behind the ears to ease head tension
• Emotionally is the oil of a buoyant heart

Lavender 

• Want to lose weight? Maybe lavender can help you. When we are stressed and in fight or flight 
mode, we cannot rest, digest or lose weight. Think about the type of exercise that is best for you 
if you are stressed. 

• Very supportive for the skin - rashes, sunburn, burns, add to moisturiser at night, bites and stings 
- apply neat or diluted for those with sensitive skin

• Use to assist with sleep - diffuse, spray linen or just a drop in hand. Massage into kiddies feet to 
help them sleep

• Emotionally helps you to speak your truth, the oil of communication and calm

Digestzen

• Apply topically or add to water to soothe all things tummy upset related 
• Also amazing for congested sinuses, diluted and applied over the bridge of the nose and under 

cheekbones
• Poos and Spews - fantastic as it works both ways
• Emotionally helps when you have literally worried yourself sick and you can feel that stress in 

your tummy (the gut is the third brain!)

Ice Blue

• Great for those 40+ creaks and groans in the body.
• A bit hot and not to be ingested - see the cap! Apply with FCO. 
• Next level with Frankincense oil. I like to layer the rub over the top of the oil as they all support 

the body’s natural anti-inflammatory response
• Rub - size of fingernail to the palm of your hand ration - a little goes a LONG way. 



• Penetrates very deep for lasting support
• Emotionally helps lift deep emotional pain for transformation and healing

Frankincense

• Supports cellular health
• Supports the respiratory and immune system
• Fantastic for your skin, very restorative in nature
• Lovely for stress and anxious feelings - amazing diffused with wild orange
• Daily drop to the roof of the mouth to support brain health, focus and clarity

Easy Air

• Respiratory blend. Assists with breathing easier
• Great support for both sleep and seasonal threats
• Emotionally assists with  the release of grief and sadness

On Guard

• When your nose is running and your eyes are itching, on guard is your friend, apply under the 
feet

• Use daily diluted on your kids to help them stay healthy at school or daycare
• Diffuse to cleanse the air
• Add a few drops to a glass spray bottle for a powerful kitchen cleaner

Lavender Peace 

• Restful blend
• Can help you get to or drop back to sleep
• Great for the busy mind that wont switch off
• Diffuse or massage into feet, also great for kids at the end of the day

Vetiver 

• Like the horse tranquilliser of the essential oil world!
• Deeply grounding and relaxing
• Add to the Lavender Peace if you need it

Clary Calm 

• For those monthly moments when you have freddy kruger on one shoulder and jack the ripper on 
the other! 

• Lovely blend of mood oils that helps you not want to kill everyone when its that time of the month
• Soothes effect at that time of the month

Past Tense 

• If peppermint isn't cutting it and you need the big guns bring out the past tense
•  I also like it on sore lower back and stiff neck. 
• Caution - not diluted, you may need to add carrier oil
• Fantastic in conjunction with Clary Calm if you have discomfort in the lower abdomen

Balance 



• Brings you into the present moment for a sense of peace and calm
• Great before bed, on the kids before school, anytime you feel too “in your head”
• Meditation or add to the bath for peace and tranquility

Citrus Bliss 

• Uplifts the mood while at the same time calming!
• Gorgeous yummy aroma
• My go to diffuser blend for every morning to promote a happy and calm environment

FAQ & Compliance

Print out the PIPs or the Approved claims list and have these with you at classes

Try not to use other reference material in your classes, save these for 1-1 interactions

Internal Use - Please call this Food Flavouring, refer to the links in the post on this in Debs Oil 
Tribe, emphasis that it is personal choice. Our oils are GRAS (generally recognised as safe) by the 
FDA which is why they are allowed to be labelled as a food additive. Of course use caution and 
don’t overdo it - these are very strong.

Oils to avoid when pregnant - refer to the Essential Midwife Stephanie Fritz for doTERRA specific 
info. Only peppermint (breast feeding only)  and clary sage. Dilute more for pregnancy and consult 
doctor.

What oils are safe for pets - refer to the author of SpOil My Pet - also on Facebook. doTERRA is 
releasing pet specific info in the next month or two

How will I know how to use my oils? doTERRA ebooks in the welcome email, get the Modern 
Essentials App on phone, buy a book, engage in our Facebook groups, come to another class and 
of course at the FREE wellness consult which will happen within 2 weeks of enrolling. 

* DO NOT diagnose of prescribe for specific illnesses. Use the language that oils and our other 
supplements work to bring the body back into balance so that it can heal itself. Anyone with 
chronic conditions should consult with their doctor. 

“Can the oils help with cancer”  - if you get questions like this, encourage people to go away and 
do their own research. You could say that we have products that support healthy cells.

Focus on personal stories without making any claims for cures.

Example:

“ I found myself out and about in the city the other day. I had an appointment in a certain 
part of town and hadn't had any lunch. I looked up and down the street but all I could find 
was a pretty dodgy looking takeaway shop. Now I normally like to avoid greasy, fatty foods 
because they just don’t agree with me. I had no choice so I got myself some lunch and sure 
enough within half and hour, I wasn't feeling that flash. So I got out my trusty Digestzen 
roller and applied it over my tummy. Within 5 minutes I felt much better and could focus all 
my attention on my meeting”.

Happy Sharing!


